
 

Program Guide 
 

Week 6 

Sunday February 1st, 2015 
 

5:20 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 
no subtitles.   

 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. (An 
SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urban Freestyler – Sean Garnier - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   
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1:10 pm The World Of Jenks - Showcases the lives of inspirational young people from various 
locations of the United States. Each episode, Andrew Jenks moves in with a different 
stranger for a week to experience their life from their perspective. Get a first look at the 
upcoming season where Andrew Jenks spends a year with Kaylin, D-Real and Chad to 
experience life through their eyes.(From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
2:00 pm Foodie Planet - Destination La Réunion - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu 

takes a culinary tour of some of the world's most interesting and scenic places. La 
Réunion has earned the nickname 'the Intense Isle' and Julie takes a 10 hour flight to find 
out why. She experiences the incredible hospitality of the locals first-hand, samples their 
sometimes surprising cuisine, shares a Sunday picnic, and meets one of the island's last 
'herbalists'. (From France, in French) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:00 pm My Mum Talks To Aliens - Mary Rodwell is one of the world's leading alien abduction 

counsellors, and is in demand all over the world for her expert extraterrestrial advice. But 
her beliefs have come at a cost, her husband left and it is now impacting on her 
relationship with her son, Chris, a self-confessed alien sceptic. Can she convince her own 
son about her out-of-this-world beliefs, and save her most precious relationship of all? 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:05 pm Rhod Gilbert's Work Experience - Butler - Stand-up comedian Rhod Gilbert tries his 

hand at a proper job and he's butler to a lord for a day. This episode, he'll have to try and 
keep his temper and tug his forelock when he looks after the gentry at an exclusive 
dinner party. (Part 2 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:40 pm The Pitch - Bliss - Skincare company Bliss is looking for an ad campaign to promote 

their new woman's facial hair removal product, 'Fuzz' Off. Company President Mike 
Indursky invites two ad agencies, Los Angeles-based Innerspin and New York's MC²,  to 
create a print ad and an accompanying campaign of their choosing. The campaign must 
capture the Bliss voice, which Indursky describes as "the marriage of relevant and 
irreverence." (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:30 pm Brazil's Next Top Model -  Supermodel Fernanda Motta hosts the third cycle of Brazil's 

Next Top Model as the judges hope to find the next top fashion model. In the first 
episode, the 20 semi-finalists come to São Paulo, where they meet Fernanda and her 
panel of judges. During the auditions, one of the girls has a nervous breakdown and is 
rushed to the hospital. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG 

 
6:30 pm Parks And Recreation - Pawnee Rangers - Ron's Pawnee Rangers and Leslie's 

competing scout group, the Pawnee Goddesses, share a weekend in the wilderness, Ben 
joins Tom and Donna on "Treat Yo Self Day," and Chris takes an interest in Jerry's 
daughter. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:00 pm Parks And Recreation - Meet N Greet - Leslie's opportunity to stump for votes in the 

business community is sabotaged by Tom, who wants to promote Entertainment 
7Twenty. Meanwhile, Andy and April throw a Halloween party, but don't give Ben 
advance notice. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   
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7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm South Park - Coon 2: Hindsight - The Coon has expanded his Justice League to 

include a band of crime-fighters known as Coon and Friends. When the group sets out to 
help the victims of BP's latest catastrophic drilling accident in the Gulf, much to The 
Coon's dismay, another superhero gets there first and everyone seems to like him. (From 
the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,L) CC   

 
9:00 pm South Park - Mysterion Rises - Led by Mysterion, Coon and Friends are working 

together to help the people in the Gulf who are at the mercy of the dark lord, Cthulhu. The 
Coon, scorned by his fellow super heroes and now working alone, is out for revenge. 
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,D,L) CC   

 
9:30 pm Danger 5 - Allied super-team Danger 5 reunite after years of far-flung obscurity to stop 

Hitler’s ultimate quest for world domination in a 1980s excess-soaked universe of neon, 
ninjas, discos, dinosaurs, pizza and prom-queens! Join our heroes again as they resume 
their mission to kill Hitler and save Christmas in the action-adventure comedy orgasm 
that is DANGER 5 Series 2! (An SBS Production) (Comedy) MA (V) **New Episode** 

 
10:00 pm A-League Extra Time - This weekly A League highlights show includes a weekly wrap-

up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy Zelic and co-
hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)  

 
11:00 pm In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 

fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)   

 
11:50 pm Free Radio - Celebrity - Lance gets a lesson in the "trappings" of fame - including a 

compromising photo on Perez Hilton.com - prompting Shelton to hire a Lance a body 
double. (From the US) (Comedy) (Rpt) PG   

 
12:15 am 24 Hours In Emergency - The ‘Q’ Word - Consultant Jacqui must act fast when 

severely underweight baby Jaziah is rushed into resus with breathing difficulties. In 
paediatric emergency, it is hoped that 18-month-old Charlie's urine test results will 
explain why he has been feeling unwell for five days, while 81-year-old Ronald prepares 
for a CT scan after suffering a suspected stroke that is affecting his speech. (From the 
UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC   
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1:10 am Movie: Fighter - Aicha, a high school student, is a passionate kung fu fighter. Her 
Turkish parents expect her to get good grades so she can get into medical school, like 
her brother Ali. But school doesn't inspire her. Defying her family, Aicha starts secretly 
training at a professional, co-ed kung fu club. Nominated for three 2008 Bodil Awards, 
including Best Film. Directed by Natasha Arthy and stars Semra Turan, Nima Nabipour 
and Cyron Bjorn Melville. (From Denmark, in Danish) (Action) (2007) (Rpt) M (L,V)   

 
3:00 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Chocolate Apple - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a 

feverish competition among world-class chefs "with the over-the-top appeal of pro-
wrestling". The ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. The 
Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC 
WS   
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4:50 pm Urban Freestyler - Tommy Baker - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 
landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
5:00 pm A-League Extra Time - This weekly A League highlights show includes a weekly wrap-

up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy Zelic and co-
hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)   

 
6:00 pm Community - Documentary Film Making: Redux - As Dean Pelton films an updated 

commercial for Greendale, the production takes a wild turn once he discovers that a 
famous Greendale alum has agreed to appear in the ad. Meanwhile, Abed decides to 
make a documentary of the proceedings, while Pierce locks himself in a rented trailer in 
protest of the low budget nature of the project. Guest starring Luis Guzman. (From the 
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm Mythbusters - Driving This Crazy - Take the edge of your seat, buckle up, and hang on 

because the team is Driving This Crazy and solving three car crimes from Hollywood! 
First up Adam and Jamie tackle the tinsel town tall tale of the Cliff Top Push. When two 
cars try and knock each off the road it always results in a long and difficult fender-bending 
duel. Adam and Jamie go head to head to find out. Then in Two Wheel WipeOut Adam 
and Jamie wonder if the silver screen trick of tipping up on to 2 wheels and driving 
sideways is as easy as it seems. And finally, Wanted Car Flip. In 'Wanted' James 
McAvoy uses Angelina Jolie's Corvette as a ramp to flip into a barrel roll, a movie move 
Kari, Grant and Tory can’t wait to test! (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm Derren Brown: The Events - Derren conducts a nationwide experiment in remote 

viewing - and asks the question, do psychic powers exist? (From the UK) (Entertainment) 
PG  **New Episode** 

 
9:30 pm Lost Girl – Fae-Nted Love - When Bo (Anna Silk) falls under the spell of a water Fae 

who’s targeting humans, Kenzi (Ksenia Solo) and Trick (Rick Howland) must rescue her 
from a thousand-year marriage to Ryan (Anthony Lemke). (S.2 Ep, 18) (From Canada) 
(Drama Series) M (S, H) **New Episode** 

 
10:25 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   
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10:55 pm In Her Skin -  Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 
fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)   

 
11:50 pm Life Support - A satirical, sometimes dark look at Australian life, as seen through the 

omnipresent lens of the Television Lifestyle Show. With a sexy young team of experts on 
hand to advise on every aspect of life and living, you'll never need to watch any other 
lifestyle program again. (From Australia, in English) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC WS   

 
12:20 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Ol’ Drippy - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad. In this episode, 
Shake makes a large mess in the kitchen and refuses to clean it, eventually resulting in 
the formation of a new life form which Meatwad gleefully names ‘Ol’ Drippy’. Shake, 
however, becomes jealous of the attention that the new character receives. (From the 
US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,D)   

 
12:35 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Revenge of the Mooninites - Follows the surreal 

adventures of three anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and 
Meatwad. In this episode, The Mooninites return to cause more havoc. They ‘help’ 
Meatwad get tickets for a ten-speed bicycle. However, they spend the tickets instead on 
the Foreigner belt, which is infused with all the magical powers of the 1970s rock band of 
the same name. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,D)   

 
12:50 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - MC Pee Pants - Meatwad and next door neighbour Carl 

become addicted to rap music and candy after they begin listening to the new album from 
MC Pee Pants. But subliminal messages in the music draw them to a warehouse, where 
they find out that the rap artist behind the music is actually a giant spider. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,D)   

 
1:00 am Ugly Americans -  Better Off Undead - Randall believes he is not a true zombie as all he 

does is stalk his old love, Krystal, so he joins a zombie cult. And in order to help Randall 
get over his Krystal obsession, Leonard changes Mark into Krystal. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S) CC   

 
1:30 am Movie: Sissi - The Young Empress - After the fairytale wedding between her and 

Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria, Sissi waits impatiently to spend time with her new 
husband. Finally Sissi becomes pregnant with their first child and she is overjoyed until 
Franz Joseph's mother makes the decision that Sissi is too young to look after her baby. 
This classic film follows Sissi's first years in court and her adjustment to being part of a 
joint monarchy. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy Schneider, Karl Heinz 
Bohm and Magda Schneider. (From Austria, in German) (Drama) (1956) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:25 am RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef - Soy Bean - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a feverish 

competition among world-class chefs "with the over-the-top appeal of pro wrestling". The 
ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the 
boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) G (Rpt) CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight – Crickets -  In the season finale, best friends Edi Frauneder and Wolfgang 
Ban duke it out for bragging rights--but will this episode's special ingredients beef cheeks, 
romanesco cauliflower and crickets make the battle too close to call? (From the USA) 
(Entertainment) PG **Season Final**  

 
5:20 pm The Office - Survivor Man - After Ryan excludes Michael from a corporate wilderness 

retreat, Michael heads into the woods for his own survival adventure with nothing but the 
suit on his back. Back at work, Jim tries to revolutionise the office birthday party. (From 
the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG 

 
5:50 pm The Office - The Deposition - Michael finds himself between a rock and a hard place 

when Jan sues Dunder Mifflin and Michael is deposed as a witness. Meanwhile, Kelly 
trash-talks Pam after Darryl beats Jim at ping-pong. (From the US) (Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) PG   

 
6:15 pm Community - Foosball And Nocturnal Vigilantism - Shirley teaches Jeff foosball so 

that he can beat a team of cocky, obnoxious Germans, while Annie creates an overly 
elaborate ruse so that she doesn't have to tell Abed that she broke his special edition The 
Dark Knight DVD. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - Finals: Region 1 - American Ninja Warrior is an action-

packed series that follows competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle 
courses. The fourth season is hosted by Matt Iseman, with a new host, skier Jonny 
Moseley, and newcomer Angela Sun as the sideline reporter. This series covers six 
regional competitions held in three locations: Venice Beach, Dallas, and Miami, that 
determine the 100 competitors to participate in the qualifying rounds. The winner of the 
season receives $500,000 and the coveted "American Ninja Warrior" title. (From the US) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm 50 Ways To Kill Your Mammy -  Baz Ashmawy takes his 71 year old Mammy to the 

exotic Kingdom of Morocco in attempt to frighten the life out of her. After a day of 
traditional Souks and poisonous snakes, they enter the gruelling Intercontinental Rally on 
a ninety mile stage across the Sahara desert. In a very real and unexpected brush with 
death, Nancy gets more than she ever bargained for as Baz fears he's taken things a little 
too far. (From the UK) (Documentary) M (L) **New Episode** 

 
9:25 pm Cordon - The centre of Antwerp is sealed off from the outside world when a contagious 

and deadly virus spreads like wildfire. The quarantine has been prolonged, and one of 
Miss Katja's children starts to show worrying symptoms. (S.1,Ep, 3) (From Belgium) 
(Drama series) M (V, A, L) **New Episode** 
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10:25 pm Cordon - The centre of Antwerp is sealed off from the outside world when a contagious 
and deadly virus spreads like wildfire. Miss Katja is shattered by the death of a student, 
and people get contaminated during food riots. (S,1 Ep, 4) (From Belgium) (Drama 
series) M (V, A, L) **New Episode** 

 
11:20 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
11:50 pm Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short 

films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host 
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and 
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L) **Triple Episode** 

 
12:35 am Ugly Americans - Hell for the Holidays - Mark and Randall agree to accompany Callie on 

a Halloween trip to hell, where they spend time with her family, who plot against Mark and 
Randall. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S) CC   

 
1:05 am Movie: The Light Thief - Svet-Ake is a village electrician who uses his skills to bring light 

and warmth to his poverty-stricken neighbours by illegally tapping into a nearby power 
station. However, when Svet-Ake’s scheme is uncovered by state officials, the Robin 
Hood of electricity is fired from his job. Deep-thinking Svet-Ake becomes locked in an 
internal debate about the morality of his so-called misdeeds. Nominated for Best 
Cinematography at the Asian Film Awards, 2011. Directed by Aktan Arym and stars 
Aktan Arym Kubat, Taalaikan Abazova, Askat Sulaimanov. (From Kyrgyzstan, in Kyrgyz) 
(Drama) (Rpt) M (L,N,A)   

 
2:30 am France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef - Matsuba Crab - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a 

feverish competition among world-class chefs "with the over-the-top appeal of pro 
wrestling". The ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron 
Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) G (Rpt) CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight -  Collins Vs Feau - It’s cook or be cooked as chefs face off in underground, 
after-hours cooking bouts in a gritty new cooking competition show hosted by winner Ilan 
Hall. For each half-hour episode, two chefs go head-to-head, making at least two dishes 
in one hour from a combination of two to three secret ingredients. Chefs feel the heat as 
they’re cheered and heckled by a rowdy crowd, including an eclectic group of celebrities, 
food professionals and die-hard foodies who serve as judges and timekeepers. In 
tonight's premiere episode, it’s France vs. England when French chef David Feau faces 
off with Englishman Brendan Collins. Country culinary pride is on the line as they tackle 
razor clams and live catfish. Guest starring Eric Wareheim, Jeanne Kelly and Bijou 
Philips. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG 

 
5:20 pm The Office - Dinner Party - Pam and Jim find they have run out of excuses and are 

forced to go to Jan and Michael's house for dinner. When Andy and Angela are also 
invited to dinner, Dwight's jealousy gets the best of him. (From the US) (Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) PG   

 
5:50 pm The Office - Chair Model - Michael's fascination with a woman modelling a chair in an 

office supply catalog makes him feel things he hasn't felt in a while. With Michael 
distracted, Kevin and Andy team up to win back Dunder-Mifflin's stolen parking spaces, 
forcing them into a showdown with the bosses of the five businesses of the office park. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:15 pm Community -  Regional Holiday Music - The study group is slowly convinced to fill in for 

the Glee Club at Greendale’s Christmas pageant after Abed decides he wants them to 
spend the holiday together. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior -  Midwest Regional Qualifying Round: Part 1- American 

Ninja Warrior is an action-packed series that follows competitors as they tackle the 
world’s most difficult obstacle courses. The fourth season is hosted by Matt Iseman, with 
a new host, skier Jonny Moseley, and newcomer Angela Sun as the sideline reporter. 
This series covers six regional competitions held in three locations: Venice Beach, Dallas, 
and Miami, that determine the 100 competitors to participate in the qualifying rounds. The 
winner of the season receives $500,000 and the coveted "American Ninja Warrior" title. 
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm Movie: Legend Of The Drunken Master - From a land where honour and tradition reign, 

comes the legend of a martial-arts hero unlike any other -- the "Drunken Master" -- who 
can turn just one drink into devastation and humiliation for his enemies. His technique is 
fast, furious... and powerfully funny. (1994) (From Hong Kong) (Martial Arts) (class tba) 
**Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell** 
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10:30 pm Movie: 14 Blades - Featuring one of China’s biggest stars, Donnie Yen, this is the action 
packed story of a secret service agent in the Ming dynasty. As the leader of the 
clandestine force Jinyiwei, Qinglong is betrayed while on a mission after a corrupt eunuch 
takes control of the Imperial Court. With his former comrades turned against him, he must 
battle to return the former Emperor to power. Written and directed by Daniel Lee (Three 
Kingdoms) and also stars Wei Zhao and Chun Wu. (From China, in Mandarin) (Martial 
Arts) (2010) M (A,V) **Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell** 

 
12:30 am Robot Chicken - Operation: Rich In Spirit - A video dating experience takes a turn for 

the worse. An Oriental massage also takes a turn for the worse. (From the US) (Animated 
Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,A,V)   

 
12:45 am Robot Chicken - The Sack /Adultizzle Swizzle - From creators Seth Green and 

Matthew Senreich, Robot Chicken is stop motion animation with a demented twist. (From 
the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,V)   

 
1:00 am Robot Chicken -  That Hurts Me - The multiple Emmy Award-winning series from Seth 

Green which is a sequence of stop-motion animated sketches parodying everything pop 
culture. Dean Devlin and Roland Emmerich re-make Godzilla... again. A crime-fighting 
monkey saves monkeys from a monkey supervillain. An average fellow named Doug 
wakes up in the world of the Huggytime Bears. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) M(S,V)   

 
1:15 am Ugly Americans - Kill, Mark... Kill! - Mark runs into a series of problems when he 

volunteers to assist Leonard with issues regarding his wand; Twayne believes he has met 
his soul mate, who is actually Leonard's evil nemesis, and both wish to re-assassinate 
the zombie Abraham Lincoln. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,L) 
CC   

 
1:45 am Movie: Vargas: Neptune's Thunder - Part 1 - Police Captain Adamsberg must re-open 

a mysterious old murder case connected to the disappearance of his brother. Adamsberg 
resumes his search for the Trident serial killer, who got his name because of the three-
pronged weapon with which he kills his victims. When a new victim is found in Canada, 
accusations point to Adamsberg, just like his brother 30 years ago. Based on Fred 
Vargas’ renowned psycho-thriller. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in French) (Movie) (Crime) 
(2009) (Rpt) M(S,N,V,L)   

 
3:20 am DW News In English From Berlin -  News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef - Taro Potato - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a feverish 

competition among world-class chefs "with the over-the-top appeal of pro wrestling". The 
ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the 
boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) G (Rpt) CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight -  Morningstar Vs Jacobsen - The Mercantile's chef, CJ Jacobsen, battles it 
out with Ray’s and Stark Bar's Kris Morningstar. With white truffles, kohlrabi and 
ridgeback shrimp, will an ingredient allergy derail the competition? Guest starring Lou 
Amdur and Bad Religion’s Brett Gurewitz. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG 

 
5:20 pm The Office - Night Out - Michael and Dwight decide to surprise Ryan in New York for a 

night of clubbing and meet his friends. Meanwhile, the Scranton branch is upset when 
they find out they have to come in on a Saturday for Ryan's website project. Jim's plan to 
save them has unexpected results. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:45 pm The Office - Did I Stutter? - When Stanley snaps at Michael during a meeting, Michael 

tries to give Stanley an attitude adjustment. Dwight decides to buy Andy's car. 
Meanwhile, Pam deals with an unexpected inconvenience after spending the night at 
Jim's. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:15 pm Community - Urban Matrimony And The Sandwich Arts - Pierce comes to Shirley with 

a business proposal just as she's about to get married to Andre. Meanwhile, Troy and 
Abed try to act "normal" for the wedding, Britta discovers a new skill, and Jeff struggles 
with his toast. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - Midwest Regional Qualifying Round: Part 2 - American 

Ninja Warrior is an action-packed series that follows competitors as they tackle the 
world’s most difficult obstacle courses. The fourth season is hosted by Matt Iseman, with 
a new host, skier Jonny Moseley, and newcomer Angela Sun as the sideline reporter. 
This series covers six regional competitions held in three locations: Venice Beach, Dallas, 
and Miami, that determine the 100 competitors to participate in the qualifying rounds. The 
winner of the season receives $500,000 and the coveted "American Ninja Warrior" title. 
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm South Park - Child Abduction Is Not Funny - The news on television isn't good, 

children are being abducted from their homes. The parents in South Park are so worried 
that they get the local Chinese restaurant owner to build a wall around the city to keep all 
strangers out. But when the latest news reveals that most abductors are someone the 
child knows, they begin to distrust each other. When another study shows it can even be 
parents, they send their children away so they'll be safe. (From the US, in English) 
(Animated Comedy Series) M (A) (Rpt) CC WS   
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9:00 pm Danger 5 -  Allied super-team Danger 5 reunite after years of far-flung obscurity to stop 
Hitler’s ultimate quest for world domination in a 1980s excess-soaked universe of neon, 
ninjas, discos, dinosaurs, pizza and prom-queens! Join our heroes again as they resume 
their mission to kill Hitler and save Christmas in the action-adventure comedy orgasm 
that is DANGER 5 Series 2! (An SBS Production) (Comedy) MA (V) **Encore** 

 
9:30 pm Gay Meets Girl - In this documentary friends and creators Tim and Nicolaas go in search 

of the boundaries of their own sexuality. They’re both gay, at least, they think so. But how 
sure are they? What would it be like to experiment with the other sex? Is their sexual 
identity really as fixed as they think? (From the Netherlands) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S)  

 
10:30 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
11:00 pm Cordon - The centre of Antwerp is sealed off from the outside world when a contagious 

and deadly virus spreads like wildfire. The quarantine has been prolonged, and one of 
Miss Katja's children starts to show worrying symptoms. (S,1 Ep, 3) (From Belgium) 
(Drama series) M (V, A, L) **Encore** 

 
12:00 am Cordon - The centre of Antwerp is sealed off from the outside world when a contagious 

and deadly virus spreads like wildfire. Miss Katja is shattered by the death of a student, 
and people get contaminated during food riots. (S,1 Ep, 4) (From Belgium) (Drama 
series) M (V, A, L) **Encore** 

 
12:55 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Circus - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad. In this episode, 
Master Shake sells Meatwad to the circus, but when Meatwad becomes a huge big top 
success, Shake gets jealous and tries to get in on the act. It's a battle of the freaks! (From 
the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,D)   

 
1:10 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Dumber Days - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad, and their next 
door neighbour, Carl. After Shake uses Meatwad's brain to perform stunts in the pool, it's 
discovered that Meatwad's brain is nothing more than a toy with a jingle bell in it. After 
Meatwad goes through a brief depression, Carl gets him a new live brain against 
Frylock's will. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,D)   

 
1:25 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Love Mummy - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad, and their next 
door neighbour Carl. In this episode, Frylock discovers a mummy in the crawlspace under 
the house. The mummy begins to exhort his brattish favours from Frylock by threatening 
him with an ancient Egyptian curse. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M 
(A,S,V,D)   
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1:40 am Movie: Jar City - A detective attempts to solve a brutal murder case whilst a biologist 
goes to extreme measures to cure his daughter's rare and fatal disease. Their two stories 
become intertwined with an unexpected twist that follows deep into the maze of the 
genetic bloodline of a whole nation. Directed by Baltasar Kormákur and stars Ingvar 
Eggert Sigurosson, Ágústa Eva Erlendsdóttir and Björn Hlynur Haraldsson. (From 
Iceland, in Icelandic) (Thriller) (2006) (Rpt) MAV (V,A,L)   

 
3:20 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am DW Global 3000 - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef – Asparagus - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a feverish 

competition among world-class chefs "with the over-the-top appeal of pro wrestling". The 
ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the 
boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight -  Kobayashi Vs Arrington - Elijah Wood judges as Nyesha Arrington ("Top 
Chef") takes on James Beard nominee Chris Kobayashi in a battle of Hawaiian Kampachi 
and braised lamb neck. Will this one be too close to call? (From the US) (Entertainment) 
(Rpt) PG   

 
5:20 pm The Office - Job Fair - Jim hits the links with Andy and Kevin to try and land his biggest 

client ever. Meanwhile, Michael sets up a booth at a local job fair, which happens to be at 
Pam's alma mater, to find "the best and the brightest" for Dunder-Mifflin's summer 
internship. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:45 pm The Office - Goodbye, Toby: Part 1 - It's Toby's goodbye party at Dunder Mifflin and 

Michael demands a huge celebration that matches the joy in his heart. Angela, sick of 
Michael's unreasonable last minute demands, refuses, and Michael turns to Phyllis to 
take over the party planning committee. Meanwhile, Dwight and Meredith haze the new 
HR woman, Holly. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:10 pm Community -  Contemporary Impressionists - The study group must work as celebrity 

impersonators at a bar mitzvah to pay off Abed’s debt to a talent agency owner (guest 
star French Stewart), while Troy struggles with how to deal with his best friend’s loose 
grasp of reality. Meanwhile, Jeff battles his growing ego after being prescribed anti-
anxiety medication. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:35 pm Mythbusters - Apple Bobbing Bungee/Tennis Wing Walk - This episode, the team go 

to terrifying extremes and vertigo inducing heights to investigate two adrenaline-pumping 
myths. First in 'Apple Bobbing Bungee' Adam and Jamie are at the end of their rope, 
testing the myth that you could bob for an apple during a100 foot bungee jump. Then in 
'Tennis Wing Walk' Kari, Grant and Tory take the humble game of tennis to great lengths, 
investigating a viral video that sees a tennis ace getting in some rally practise on the wing 
of a plane! But can you really rally mid-flight or will it be game set and match to the 
MythBusters? (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm Adam Looking For Eve - An original and experimental approach to the dating arena, this 

program explores how adventurous singles on a quest for true love interact when they 
bare all. With no clothes or make up to hide behind, and with all barriers removed, it is 
literally the naked truth. (From the Netherlands) (Documentary) (class tba) **New Series 
Premiere** 
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9:25 pm Sex In The World's Cities - Ho Chi Minh City - In Ho Chi Minh City, formerly named 
Saigon, people waver between Confucius and bandwidth. On the one hand, Nam 
Magazine, the Vietnamese Playboy must rise to the challenge of publishing sexy photos 
without revealing any nipple. On the other hand, the gay community freely surfs dating 
sites, using the Tap Me app. (From France) (Documentary) (class tba) **New Episode**   

 
10:30 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
11:00 pm Dad Made Dirty Movies -  Stephen C. Apostolof (aka A.C. Stephen) was a former 

political prisoner, devoted Christian and family man and one of the greatest erotic 
filmmakers in the USA. This film traces A.C. Stephen's escape from communism in 
Bulgaria and his journey to Hollywood where he made his American dream come true. 
Over the course of a film career that lasted two decades, Stephen made seventeen low-
brow, low budget softcore films. Today his legacy lives on, ridiculed or revered by both 
critics and fans alike. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (N,S) CC   

 
12:05 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Dumber Dolls - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad, and their next 
door neighbour, Carl. In this episode, Meatwad gets a new doll, Happy Time Harry, which 
has a dreadfully bitter and jaded personality. Happy Time Harry's time is up when his 
negativity begins to affect everyone. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt)  M 
(A,S,V,D)   

 
12:20 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Interfection - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad. While looking up 
teeth conspiracies (and Metallica) on the internet in Frylock's room, Shake and Meatwad 
make various popup windows appear - which then start to spread throughout the house. 
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,V,D)   

 
12:35 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Bad Replicant - Follows the surreal adventures of three 

anthropomorphic fast food items, Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad. In this episode, 
Master Shake is kidnapped by returning characters Emory and Oglethorpe. The two 
aliens replace him with a 'replicant'. But Frylock and Meatwad soon realise that the Shake 
'replicant' doesn't resemble Shake at all. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt)  
M (A,S,V,D)   

 
12:50 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. (An 
SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
2:50 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Hyundai A-League - Round 16: Newcastle Jets V Brisbane Roar - The Hyundai A-

League, Australia’s premier football competition, resumes on SBS ONE in 2015, with 
coverage as the Newcastle Jets take on Brisbane Roar at Hunter Stadium, Newcastle, in 
Round 16. SBS’s match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with match commentary 
by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports. (An 
SBS Production) (Football) CC **Replay** 

 
3:00 pm Arctic With Bruce Parry - Norway - The final stage of Bruce Parry's six-month journey 

is through Arctic Europe. He travels to a remote Russian village, deep within the vast 
Boreal forest, where the people still depend on the food they gather from the woods. 
Bruce then travels north into Norway, where he lives with the Saami, reindeer herders 
who use snow mobiles, boats and even helicopters to move their animals. Bruce's last 
stop is a remote scientific community in the Svalbard archipelago, where he learns about 
the fragility of the Arctic ecosystem. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G 
CC   
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4:00 pm Departures - Indonesia: A Home Away - While Justin ponders returning home, Scott 
realises that there are more similarities between people and cultures than differences. 
(From Canada) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A)   

 
5:00 pm Planet Sport - Chile - This episode Manuel Herrero travels to Chile. While discovering 

the country's sports, Manuel encounters a fantastic variety of landscapes. He goes to the 
far north of the country, to the Atacama desert and meets some rather unconventional 
kids who have chosen to come and live in this untamed, Wild West-like paradise to 
satisfy their passion for sand-boarding. After visiting the Mapuche, an indigenous minority 
that has lived autonomously for centuries, Manuel sets off for the rodeo of the Huasos in 
the Chilean countryside. (From France, in French) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:00 pm No Kitchen Required -  Dominica - Join three top chefs, Michael Psilakis, Madison 

Cowan and Kayne Raymond, as they prepare dishes from ten very different and remote 
locations. The three must work with the locals to hunt, forage and collect ingredients for a 
locally-inspired meal. In the first episode, the chefs travel to the Caribbean island of 
Dominica. Equipped with only their knives and secret ingredients of choice, they are 
warmly welcomed by the Kalinago community. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG (A)   

 
6:50 pm Knife Fight – Whole Pig - In the hour-long season premiere, chefs Tim Love of Texas 

and Mike Isabella of D.C. break down an entire pig - and place their own questionable 
side bet involving tequila… and a shoe. (From the USA) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG    

 
7:40 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:40 pm Don't Tell My Mother...– USA - Diego focuses his visit on the perhaps lesser-known 

region west of the Mississippi River and it is here that he encounters the resilient human 
spirit Americans are famous for, as he investigates the new challenges America faces. 
It’s been battling two wars for 10 years now, the economy has not been immune from the 
worldwide recession, and deep political and moral divides have emerged across the 
country. (From France) (Documentary) M **Season Final**    

 
9:30 pm Don't Tell My Mother... - Cairo - In Egypt's capital Cairo, Diego  travels through space 

and time exploring the ancient and modern. He survives the stench of a real 'garbage city' 
to learn about the Coptic way of life, meets a Muslim sexologist who says that the Koran 
is her guide to sexual satisfaction, and learns how to pull punches from Cairo’s elite team 
of Ladyguards. Join Diego as he explores the ingenious ways that Cairenes are surviving 
and thriving in this megalopolis. (From France, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   
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10:00 pm No Limit -  The series follows Vincent Libérati, an agent plagued with an incurable 
disease, who accepts an offer from a mysterious secret organisation to perform missions 
on French soil in exchange for an experimental treatment, which brings him closer to his 
temperamental teenage daughter Lola, his ex-wife Alexandra and his suspicious cop 
sister Juliette. (S.1,Ep.1) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(N,V,L) **Final**   

 
11:00 pm Movie: Sin Nombre - In this epic dramatic thriller, a Honduran teenager reunites with her 

long-estranged father and attempts to emigrate to America with him in order to start a 
new life. Nominated for the Grand Jury Prize and winner of the Directing Award at the 
2009 Sundance Film Festival. Directed by Cary Fukunaga and stars Paulina Gaitan, 
Edgar Flores and Kristyan Ferrer. (From Mexico, in Spanish) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) MAV 
(V)   

 
12:45 am Toughest Place To Be A... - Nurse - Maria Connolly, an emergency nurse from Preston, 

spends two weeks working at a hospital in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. Located on the 
American border, the city is at the centre of a drug war that has claimed more than 
50,000 lives, and has one of the highest murder rates in the world. Working alongside 
local nurse Pablo Vasquez, Maria relies on basic equipment to treat a staggering number 
of patients suffering from gunshot injuries and stab wounds - and is shocked to discover 
the hospital has itself been the location of gun battles in the past. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) M (V) CC   

 
1:50 am Movie: Beijing Bicycle - Set in contemporary Beijing, Gui, a 17-year-old country boy, 

comes to Beijing and finds a job in a courier company. When he finally pays off the 
bicycle issued to him, he finds it has been stolen. Devastated, he starts a long and hard 
search for his lost bicycle. This is a bleak and affecting film which deals with issues of 
class and survival in a new China. Winner of the Silver Bear at the 2001 Berlin 
International Film Festival. Directed by Xiaoshuai Wang and stars Lin Cui, Xun Zhou and 
Bin Li. (From China, in Mandarin) (Drama) (2001) (Rpt) M (V,L)   

 
3:50 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


